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ABSTRACT

explored in an ecological context. It is also related to studies that
explore the relationship between music and gaming [7]. The
present study thereby focuses on how social interaction affects the
perception of music. This is done by asking people to move along
with the music, in particular, to synchronize with musical tempo.

The Musical Synchrotron is a software interface that connects
wireless motion sensors to a real-time interactive environment
(Pure Data, Max/MSP). In addition to the measurement of
movement, the system provides audio playback and visual
feedback. The Musical Synchrotron outputs a score with the
degree in which synchronization with the presented music is
successful. The interface has been used to measure how people
move in response to music. The system was used for experiments
at public events.

3. The Musical Synchrotron System

The basic principle of The Musical Synchrotron is to capture
movement data from wireless motion sensors together with the
playback of musical stimuli. The pulse or BPM (beats per minute)
value of the movement data is determined in (quasi) real time and
compared to the annotated BPM value of the played musical
stimuli. This comparison is used to calculate a score which can be
displayed to the participants representing their performance of the
synchronization to the music. The software interface is developed
such that 4 persons can participate simultaneously, which enables
not only the study of multiple individual performances but also
the human-human interactions as a response to music.
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1. Introduction

Music is known to be a core component of the social and cultural
cohesion of our society [1] [2] [3]. Yet the components of the
social power of music, that is, the elements that contribute to
social interaction are badly understood. In this paper, we describe
a system called The Musical Synchrotron that enables the study
on the relationship between music and social interaction. The
Musical Synchrotron connects commercial and custom-made
wireless motion sensors to a real-time interactive music
environment. By integrating audio playback, kinetic monitoring
and visual feedback, the system offers an interesting tool for the
study of how social interaction affects synchronization with
musical tempo.

The Musical Synchrotron consists of three main parts, which are
discussed in the next sections. The first part is concerned with the
data acquisition where the acceleration data from the wireless
motion sensors is received. The second part is concerned with the
processing of the acceleration data in terms of BPM. These values
give a direct indication of the synchronization with the musical
tempo. Finally, the BPM value is used to provide feedback, in the
form of a user interface. The data is transmitted between the
different parts of the Musical Synchrotron using the Open Sound
Control (OSC) protocol [8]. This makes the design both modular
and powerful since the different tasks can be distributed among
different computers. When changing the sensor system one should
only change the first part, all the following steps remain the same.

2. Background

Research on social aspects of musical gesture so far has been
conducted mainly in the context of ethnomusicological research,
using anthropological methods in combination with audio/video
recording and analysis [4] [5]. Given this context, the Musical
Synchrotron can be seen as a contribution to the development of a
technological platform in which social embodied music
interaction [6], including music perception, can be studied and

3.1 Data acquisition

Currently two types of wireless motion sensors are in use, namely
the commercially available Nintendo Wii Remote and the custommade HOP sensors.
At the time of the study there existed no standalone object in Pure
Data (PD) to access the acceleration data from the Nintendo Wii.
Therefore an external object for PD, called WiiSense [9], was
developed. This external object enabled the readout of the 3
directional values of acceleration measured with the Wii Remote
at a rate of 100 Hz. In view of more advanced studies and realtime applications, such as the use of a large number of sensors for
a longer time and a more flexible attachment to different human
body parts, we envisioned the development of a custom-made
sensor called the HOP sensor [10].
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platform that can highly contribute to our understanding of musicdriven social interaction, using the principles of embodied music
cognition [6].

The HOP sensors incorporate a 3D accelerometer and a Wireless
USB transceiver, which accesses the 2.4 GHz ISM band. A
dedicated HUB is connected via USB to the computer and
recognized as a virtual COM port. Sampling rates of 100 Hz are
possible and a receiver range of 40 m is achieved. The major
advantage of the HOP sensors is their size: 55 mm long, 32 mm
wide and around 15 mm thick (including connectors). Each sensor
is powered by a Li-Po battery, which has the same dimensions as
the sensor and provides around 18 hours of operation time. This
small design makes it easy to strap the sensor on the legs or arms
of people using simple stretchable Velcro.
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3.2 Processing
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In the processing of the 3D acceleration signal, the 3 directional
values of acceleration are summed and filtered to a range from
0.5Hz to 4Hz. The high pass filter eliminates the constant offset in
the acceleration data due to the gravitation of the earth. The low
pass filter eliminates the higher frequencies that are irrelevant to
human rhythm perception [11]. The calculation of the BPM value
is done using an FFT with an input window of 400 samples (or 4
seconds) and an overlap of 50%, which results in an update time
of 2 seconds. This external enables a real-time BPM
determination of the acceleration signal.
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